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Offers a comprehensive collection of 
coupon codes to your favorite online 
stores. Coupons for more than 200,000 
stores, spanning everything from food to 
clothes to computers, are listed from most 
successful to least. Entering promotional 
codes provided by the Web site gives you 
the opportunity to receive discounted 
prices or free items. 
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Find coupons for more thin 20,000 stores 
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An extensive collection of colorful, 
creative desktop art for your free 
download. Created by "invite only" 
artists, the Web site was developed as 
an initiative for creative designers who 
spend all their time staring at computers. 
We can relate. 
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A time-wasting Web site with thousands 
of clickable shorts-including such 
winners as "1 0 Reasons It Would Rule to 
Date a Unicorn" and "Why On Earth Did 
I EverWearThat?!". Search in categories 
including "health", "fun", "lifestyle" and 
"videos". 
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